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The Data 
 

Our data is in .csv form and comes from ouroworldindata.org 

They have a ‘complete our world in data COVID 19 dataset’. It’s day by day data from each 

country so a huge dataset.  

Opening the data in Tableau 

 
In Tableau - Connect > To a File > and then open the csv file we supplied you during the 

class. You’ll see information in a table:

 



To graph the data, open a worksheet. 

 

Within the worksheet you’ll see the fields from the uploaded spreadsheet on the left of 

screen 

 

The worksheet itself is a form of pivot table. You drag the data from the table of values on 

the left over to columns, rows, or onto the worksheet itself to display it. 

 

The pages filters and marks boxes let you control how the data is displayed: 

 

 



The Show Me area lets you toggle between visualisation types 

 

Mostly, these four elements are all you’ll need to make visualisations. 

 

Visualisation 1 – World cases by day bar graph 
 

Begin by finding the location field on the left of screen 

 

Then drag the location value to the Rows area of the sheet 

 

It should now look like this: 

 



Now, say we want to make a graph of World cases by day. 

The first thing we could do is look to see if there is a World tally within location. 

It turns out there is! That makes our job pretty easy. Click on World and then tick the Keep 

Only option. 

 

Now we just have this 

 

Then find the date value from the left hand table 

 

Drag the date value to the columns part of the worksheet.It should now look like this: 

 

What we want to do now is break down the time increment from years into days so we can 

better see the data. 

To do this click on the down arrow by the year value 



 

And then select day 

 

 

 

Now we have this very fine range of data points waiting for some data 

 

Now find the new_cases measure from the left of screen 

 

Drag new cases next to location on the Rows area 

 



You should now see a line graph showing that world wide cases are trending upwards with a 

characteristic oscillating flow 

 

 

If we want to ,we can change the visualisation to a bar graph. To do this go to the show me 

area on the right of screen and choose bar graph: 

 

The base of the visualisation will now look like this: 

 



All of these data points won’t fit on the page! So, let’s go up to the area above the 

worksheet and find the drop down labelled Standard. Use the drop down to select Fit 

Width. 

 

Hey presto! We now have a bar graph: 

 

If you mouse over the graph it will give you information 

 

 

Now let’s label this graph. Double click the sheet at the bottom of screen 

 

 



Rename Sheet 1 as World Cases/Day 

Then click the plus sign next to World Cases/Day to open a new sheet (Sheet 2) 

 

 

 

Visualisation 2 – Top 10 Countries by Cases 
 

In the new worksheet take the location value from the left of screen and drag it to rows 

 

Now drag new_cases to columns 

 

You now see all the countries of the world. Notice the scale is very small. 

 

That’s because the ‘World value is still in there and is throwing the numbers off. Let’s filter 

the World out. 

To do this go to the location pill and use the drop down to select filter 

 



You’ll now see check boxes for all the countries 

 

Scroll down to find World and untick 

 

Then press ok. Now the scale is better. 

 

Now all we need to do is restrict the graph to the countries with the 10 highest cases. 

To do this go back to the location pill and use the drop down to choose Edit Filter 

 

In the filter pop up window, select Top 

 



Then tick the radio button next to By field. The default setting should be Top 10 by 

new_cases.  

 

Press OK to close the filter window. You should now see this 

 

You can sort these top to bottom by going to the bottom of the page and choosing the sort option 

 

After you sort descending the top of the graph looks like this: 

 

Label the sheet Top 10 Countries / Cases and open a new worksheet. 



Visualisation 3 – Australia Cases and Deaths Double line graph. 
 

Start a new worksheet 

Find location on the left of screen and drag it to the Columns area 

 

Now let’s filter the locations so we only see Australia. To do this use the drop down button on the 

location pill and select Filter 

 

In the top up window first deselect all countries by pressing None 

 

Then tick Australia and press OK. 

 

You should now see this 

 

Now find new_cases on the left of screen and drop it in Rows 

 



You should now see one column of data. 

 

We want to convert this data into a line graph charting cases over time, so take the Date field from 

the left of screen and drag it over the blue graph and let it go. The column should turn orange 

 

You’ll notice on the top right there is now a key indicating 2019 and 2020. 

 

Now, go to the Year pill in the marks area 

 

And use the drop down to select Day 

 



There will still be a single bar column, but it will now be shaded different shades of blue. 

 

Now, go to Show Me and select line graph: 

And switch to line graph 

 

We now have a line graph of new cases by Date 

 

 

Now we want to add the cases of new deaths to this graph. To represent this information best it 

might be nice to have a double axis graph, because otherwise the deaths will be hard to read on this 

graph (because thankfully the deaths are much less than the cases) 

So, find the new_deaths measure of the left of screen and drag it next to new_cases in rows 

 

 

 



You’ll now see two graphs side by side: 

 

Now, go to Show Me and choose a double axis graph 

 

The graphs are now overlaid, with cases in orange and deaths in red. Notice the scale on the right for 

deaths. 

 

This scale is a bit deceptive because it makes it look like deaths and cases are equivalent. However 

we don’t want to have cases so small they can’t be read at all. So, we’ll make the cases scale go from 

0-1000 and deaths go from 0-100. 

To do this double click on the label saying new_cases on the left of the graph. An edit axis pop up 

window should open. In this window, select the ‘Fixed’ range radio button and then enter 0 as the 

Fixed Start point and 1000 as the fixed end point. 



 

Now do the same thing for new_deaths, with the end points being 0 and 100. 

 

If you want to change the colour to something with a better contrast than red and orange choose 

the Color option in the marks area 

 

Then select Edit Colors 

 

Click on the measure you want to change, eg: new_deaths 

 



Then select a colour from the right of the Edit Color window, eg: blue 

 

The fields should now look like this 

 

And the graph should look like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Visualisation 4– Deaths in the top 7 worst affected countries since 

first 100 deaths 
 

In this graph we’ll chart the way different countries have had their death counts change over time.  

Start a new worksheet 

Then begin by dragging date to columns and locations to rows. 

 

Now find the total_deaths measure on the right of screen and drop it over the table. 

The table should now look like this 

 

Again we’ll have to exclude the World figure from the stats. 

To do this scroll down in the list until you see World then click on it and press exclude 

 

Looking at these stats we can see they look unusually high.  



 

That’s because the deaths measure is set to sum, meaning it keeps adding up the running total every 

day, creating an erroneous count. 

 

So what we might have to do is configure the way this data point is being tallied. 

The first thing we’ll do is remove the sum pill by using the drop down and choosing remove 

 

Then what I’ll do is make a duplicate of the new_deaths measure on the left so I don’t foul up that 

data. To do this go to new_deaths and use the drop down to select Duplicate 

 

You should now have two measures – new_deaths and new_deaths_copy 

 

Now use the drop down on the new_deaths_copy measure to choose Rename 

 

 



And rename the new measure new_deaths_tally 

 

Now use the drop down by new_deaths_tally and select 

Default Properties>Total Using>Sum 

 

Then drop the new_deaths_tally measure back over the graph. The numbers should look more 

accurate (if a bit out of date now) 

 

We’ll need to exclude World data from the list again: 

 

Now we want to restrict the results to the countries with the 7 highest total deaths. The number 7 is 

arbitrary, and was just chosen so it doesn’t crowd the graph too much. 

To limit to the top 7 go to the Location pill in the Filters section, and use the drop down to select Edit 

Filter. 

 

 

 



In the filter pop up box choose Top, then select the By Field radio button. Select 7 to be the Top 

amount. Ensure the top 7 is for the new_deaths_tally measure. Press OK 

 

We should now see only a few countries list 

 

We need to do one more thing before turning this into a graph. Notice at the moment the only time 

value we have is the year 2020. What this means is that if we make a graph we’ll only have a single 

data point for time, and so we won’t get a line graph. 

 

So, let’s change the way the date is displayed to show month rather than year. To do this go to the 

Year pill in Columns and use the drop down to select month. 



 

Our data now looks like this  

 

Now go to Show Me and select Line graph 

 

We’re almost there now. The only problem is the numbers are unique for each month, whereas we 

wanted them to tally (Ie: only go up, and not go up and down) 

 



To fix this, go to the Sum Pill in Rows  

 

and use the drop-down to select Quick Table Calculation > Running Total 

 

 

You can see that there’s a lot of blank space so we can make the baseline 100 deaths, as with other 

graphs you might have seen online. 

 

To do this go to the Sum pill in Marks and use the drop down to select Filter 

 

In the pop up window change the zero in the left hand value to 100 and press OK. 

 



After filtering 

 

 

If you want the data to be more granular you can change the date from months to weeks using the 

drop down on the new_deaths pill: 

 

 

 

 



You can also change the thickness of the lines if you want. To do this go to Size in the marks 

area  

 

Then drag the slider to the right 

 

Graph now looks like this: 

 

 

 
 



Visualisation 5 – Map 
 

Start a new worksheet 

To make a map the first thing we need to do is make the value of location change from text into 

Geocoding.  

To do this use the drop down inside the location pill on the left of screen and select  

Geographic Role>Country 

 

Now it’s a geo-dimension (indicated by the globe icon). 

 

Now drag the location pill over the large empty space beneath the rows area 

  



You should now see a world map. The blue dots represent countries 

 

It’s worth checking to see if there are any bad matches. To do this go to 

Map>Edit Locations 

 

There are 4 bad matches 

 

 

Tidy these up if you can 

Filter location and exclude World  

 

Then go back to map>edit locations and fix 



 

Now that we’ve done that, lets drop the total_cases measure onto the map. 

Total_cases-map now looks like this, with the dot size representing large amounts of cases. 

 

If you prefer you can go to Show Me to view a heat map (the one on the right below) 

 

The map will now be shaded in. If you minimise the Show Me button you’ll see the scale – which 

looks off (too high) 

 



So, let’s try and change this to a running tally so it doesn’t add every day together. 

To do this let’s try using the Drop down by the SUM pill to change the measure from sum to 

maximum. 

 

Data looks better now (remember this data is from earlier in the year) 

 

Use show me to Change back to a heat map 

 



Now let’s see if we have time to do something cool. 

Drag the date pill onto columns to the left of longitude. You’ll see screen split into 2 – one for 2019 

and one for 2020 

 

If you use the drop down by the Year pill in Marks and choose weeks 

 

Now we see many pages of the heat graph 

 



This isn’t useful to us in this form but it might be as an animation! 

First thing we need to do is have this show as one map per page. 

To do this drag Date from the Columns area… 

 

…into the pages area  

 

Now we have 1 sheet per week 

 

Then do Format>Animations 

 



You’ll now see this control panel on the right. 

 

Press play and watch it animate week by week 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stretch Goal 1 – Testing Animated bar graph 
Let’s begin by duplicating the Top 10 Countries by Cases worksheet 

 

And rename it Top Countries/ Cases Animation 

 

 

Then drop date to pages 

 

Use the drop down by Year to change the Measure to weeks 

 

You can press play on the button on the right now but it will show week by week stats only.  

So, we need to do a cool calculation: 



Use the drop down next to sum and choose Add Table Calculation, then fill it out like this: 

 

Now go and press play on the right and watch the graph grow 

 



Stretch Goal 2 - Dashboard 
 

Instead of using New sheet, this time use New Dashboard 

 

On the left are our visualisations 

 

Before beginning, change the presentation mode in the Objects menu on the left of screen so that it 

reads Floating 

 

 

 

 

 



Drag one of the sheets onto the big white space – a visualisation should appear in a floating window 

 

 

You can remove an unneeded graph legend by clicking on the down arrow on the left of the box 

 

And then selecting Legends> then untick Color Legend 

 

If you drag an animated visualisation onto the dashboard you’ll see an attached player 

 



You can use this to drive both animations at once! 

 

The finished product! 
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